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Mac OS X was released in March 2001, but many components, such as Mach and BSD, are considerably older. Understanding the design, implementation, and workings of Mac OS X requires examination of several technologies that differ in their age, origins, philosophies, and roles.

Mac OS X Internals: A Systems Approach is the first book that dissects the internals of the system, presenting a detailed picture that grows incrementally as you read. For example, you will learn the roles of the firmware, the bootloader, the Mach and BSD kernel components (including the process, virtual memory, IPC, and file system layers), the object-oriented I/O Kit driver framework, user libraries, and other core pieces of software. You will learn how these pieces connect and work internally, where they originated, and how they evolved. The book also covers several key areas of the Intel-based Macintosh computers.

A solid understanding of system internals is immensely useful in design, development, and debugging for programmers of various skill levels. System programmers can use the book as a reference and to construct a better picture of how the core system works. Application programmers can gain a deeper understanding of how their applications interact with the system. System administrators and power users can use the book to harness the power of the rich environment offered by Mac OS X. Finally, members of the Windows, Linux, BSD, and other Unix communities will find the book valuable in comparing and contrasting Mac OS X with their respective systems.

Mac OS X Internals focuses on the technical aspects of OS X and is so full of extremely useful information and programming examples that it will definitely become a mandatory tool for every Mac OS X programmer.

About the Author

Amit Singh is an operating systems researcher currently working at Google. Amit was formerly with the IBM Almaden Research Center. Previously, he worked for a Silicon Valley startup that did cutting-edge work in the virtualization of operating systems. Amit also was a member of technical staff in the Information Sciences Research Center at Bell Laboratories, where he worked on operating systems and networking. 
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Database Benchmarking and Stress Testing: An Evidence-Based Approach to Decisions on Architecture and TechnologyApress, 2018

	
		Provide evidence-based answers that can be measured and relied upon by your business. Database administrators will be able to make sound architectural decisions in a fast-changing landscape of virtualized servers and container-based solutions based on the empirical method presented in this book for answering “what if”...
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A+ Complete Lab Manual, Third EditionSybex, 2003
This new edition of the A+ Complete Lab Manual has been thoroughly updated to cover the latest CompTIA objectives. It’s also been revised for easier navigation and a tighter fit with David Groth’s best-selling A+ Complete Study Guide. Use these resources together to gain the knowledge, skills, and confidence you...
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Informal PhilosophyRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2009
From around the turn of the twentieth century, the founders of symbolic logic had a profound effect on subsequent philosophical practice. They saw the combination of logic and science as a model that philosophy should emulate. Bertrand Russell (1872–1970) described it as a “scientific philosophy, grounded in mathematical logic.”...
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The Internet: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
The Internet is almost synonymous with change--that's one of its charms, and one of its headaches.  You may think you know the Internet, but are you really up to speed on internet telephones, movie and TV downloading, blogging, gaming, online banking, dating, and photosharing?

This utterly current book...
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Pro ASP.NET 2.0 Website ProgrammingApress, 2005
Microsoft revolutionized web-application development with the original release of ASP.NET,
increasing developer productivity to a level unmatched with any other technology. I have
worked with Java, Perl, PHP, Cold Fusion, and ASP 3.0, and in my experiences, projects in
ASP.NET took less time to build, were easier to maintain,...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 on DemandQue, 2009
Welcome to Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 On Demand, a visual quick reference book that shows you how to work efficiently with Lightroom 2. This book provides complete coverage of basic to advanced Lightroom skills.



How This Book Works



You don’t have to read this book in any particular order. We’ve designed...
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